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Sport and training for sport, which today form a very large part of physical education in many countries are highly
emotional activities. Much of our behaviour on playing field, race track and elsewhere and many of our opinions on
performances there, are characterised by "gut reaction" rather than rational reflection and logical processes. This book
is timely in its avowed aim of finding guidelines for logical thinking in the teaching of physical education and the
coaching of sport. The author uses what he calls "the ethical incident approach". It is certainly a fact that the incident
serves as the focus of attention for individuals to examine their own values and feelings, but all the many incidents so
used in this book occur in North American sport. It is of course intended that the deductions made will be relevant
elsewhere, but the book is regrettably parochial.

The European reader might well omit chapter 2 and proceed to Edward Shea's "Search for Principles from Selected
Ethical Systems" in chapter 3. Several systems of moral philosophy are here explained and related to sport. Kant,
Hobbes, Bentham, Mill, Machiavelli, Darwin, Spencer, Nietzsche and Patterson are treated in this way. Kant's
distinction between hypothetical and categorical imperatives, however, is not well presented. Many of the incidents to
which Shea applies a categorical imperative would certainly be admitted by Kant only to hypothetical imperatives. It is
a pity that Shea totally ignores the writings of G. E. Moore and David Hume. He has throughout the book committed
what Moore called the naturalistic fallacy, that is to say, he implies and even states that goodness is definable in other
terms which, as Moore points out leads us to one of two conclusions. Either all moral statements are tautological.
"Pleasure is good" simply states "pleasure is pleasure". Or, alternatively, there is no such study as moral philosophy. If
"goodness", as Moore thought, is recognizable but indefinable, then it is very difficult to be rid of intuition as a means
of recognizing goodness. Most ethical theories find a place for intuition at some point but Shea has not appreciated this.

David Hume with great clarity pointed out that in any situation requiring ethical decision the nonethical facts of the
situation must first be discovered, but even if all of them can be discovered there still remains a gap; the ethical decision
cannot be deduced from them as the solution to a geometrical problem can be deduced from the data. Shea ignores the
gap and his statement that "the student who engages in ethical study experience applies a method of arriving at the
truth concerning what is right or wrong", (page 48) would be supported by very very few moral philosophers.
Fortunately when he comes to consider the justification for action deriving from the statement "everyone else is doing
it" he avoids the conclusion that what is socially acceptable is morally right, and he conducts a useful discussion of the
distinction between the two concepts.

A particular paradox emerges in this book without the author being aware of it. He distinguishes between a
communistic or totalitarian society in which the person serves as a means to meet the needs of the state, the state
representing the end, and a democratic society in which the state serves as a means to serve the person, the person being
the end (page 143). He leaves us in no doubt which he regards as better. Yet it is a so-called democratic society which
has thrown up the philosophy of "winning is the only thing" about which Shea has grave misgivings, and it is a
communistic society which has given us the sporting slogan "friendship first, competition second". Has something gone
wrong with the labelling?

The attempt in this book to relate theories of moral and political philosophy to problems in sport is only partly
successful, but we should be grateful to the author for laying bare the manifold ways in which coaches, teachers,
performers and parents manipulate sport for their own ends without regard to values which they profess to hold in
ordinary life - or do they? Perhaps sport with its current abuses does indeed reflect the world of values in which many
of us live. Shea's message is that it does not have to be that kind of world.

P. C. McIntosh
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